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V5 CRACK for EXCELFIX V5 Windows. Excelfix supports both 32 and 64 bit systems. Â .America's first black president is a black woman. Barack Obama isn't a black president; he's a President Barack Obama. And so does his first lady, Michelle Obama. In fact, most every president in American history was black,
except for Lyndon B. Johnson. As I recently wrote for National Review Online: Barack Obama's victory, if you've been following the election, should come as no surprise: A black man has been elected president. The only surprise is the fact that it took so long. And as a Republican who voted for Obama (and as a
former Republican who later changed my mind), I'm not sure I can say that I'm unhappy he's president. But I can say that the longer Obama is in office, the more I'll wonder: "Why didn't he get the nomination in 2008?" The birthers would have elected him as their president. McCain would have driven him out of
the Republican Party. And President McCain would have been awesome. Except for one president from my home state, of course — Massachusetts' famous Bay State Republican, John F. Kerry. Now we get to Michelle. Is she America's first black president? Is she America's first black president, except when she
isn't America's first black president? Because all the other first ladies — Michelle Obama, Jackie Kennedy, Rosalynn Carter, Laura Bush, etc. — were all African-American. And even though Michelle Obama is black, you could probably argue that the first lady of Michelle Obama, America's first black president, is
America's first black woman president. She was a woman before she was black. She has always been first, and will be first until she's the last, black female president of the United States. I like Michelle Obama. I wish her and her husband good luck. Read more from Peter Wehner's archive, follow him on Twitter

or subscribe to his updates on Facebook.Shizhan Bridge The Shizhan Bridge () is a suspension bridge across the Yantai River in Yingtan, Jiangxi. The bridge is the first cable-stayed bridge in north China. The bridge is a part of the Yingtan–Xiamen Grand Bridge (). The bridge was opened to traffic on June 28, 2016.
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